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Aguero hits back in crazy battle of heavyweights 
Manchester City 1 Aguero 69 Liverpool 1 Milner 51 (pen) 
Referee M Oliver Attendance 54,449 
At the final whistle Jurgen Klopp and Pep Guardiola embraced warmly, resembling 
a pair of exhausted heavyweights collapsing into each other's arms, knowing that 
they had shared a classic encounter as well as the points. Each bold manager 
coveted victory but they could really take only positives from a remarkable draw 
in the rain and sunshine at the Etihad. There was the pride in involvement in one 
of most thrilling games of the season, a crazy, flawed and relentlessly entertaining 
contest that neither team deserved to lose. There was the confirmation that two 
famous clubs are building promisingly under two outstanding coaches. 
Guardiola has come under frequent criticism this season for some of his 
selections, and his desire for constantly playing out from the back when 
ambushes lurk all over the Premier League, yet it is clear how Raheem Sterling 
matures under his coaching and, certainly on this uplifting evidence, how John 
Stones is becoming a more effective defender as well as a constructive launch-
pad. Two of Stones's challenges, on Joel Matip in the first half, and Sadio Mane in 
the second, were masterpieces of timing and balance. Each time, Stones 
stretched out a leg and steered the danger away. It had to be pinpoint. A split 
second out and Matip would have scored and Mane would have been through on 
goal. After the game, Stones reported to St George's Park for England duty, and 
Gareth Southgate will surely be delighted by the 22-year-old's development under 
Guardiola. It was not only Stones who impressed for Guardiola's side, it was Willy 
Caballero with his saves and David Silva with his movement. 
Guardiola's influence on the game was seen most significantly in the 65th minute 
when City were trailing to a James Milner penalty. For some it was an obvious 
change, removing the overrun Yaya Toure, relocating Fernandinho from right back 
to central midfield and inserting Bacary Sagna into defence. City looked more 
solid and rejuvenated, and they equalised within four minutes. 
Sergio Aguero took his goal well, and although there was plenty of scrutiny of a 
couple of missed chances, the Argentinian is clearly responding to Guardiola's 
demands to link more, assist more. One turn on Ragnar Klavan in the centre circle, 
and pass through to Sterling showed that Aguero can create as well as finish. 
For Liverpool, Klopp's eyes spoke of the exhilaration that he felt. Mane was 
menace on the move. Roberto Firmino graced the final third with his flicks and 
feints, none for show, all to inflict pain. Emre Can has endured some criticism but 
he rose to the occasion here, standing tall in central midfield. Milner made five 
clearances, four blocks and two successful tackles, and marked his 450th league 
game with his 50th goal. Milner was booed by City fans, partly because Liverpool's 
following were castigating Sterling, but clearly forgetting the 18 goals in 203 
games that Milner contributed in their service, and his decision to leave 
motivated mainly by a desire to play more regularly. 
Yet Liverpool need to be more ruthless, and Adam Lallana rivalled Ronny 
Rosenthal for the club's most profligate moment. Rosenthal at least managed to 
strike the bar when attacking Aston Villa's untended goal 25 years ago. Lallana did 
not even disturb the woodwork, just thin air. In fairness, he worked tirelessly, and 
his flourishing into a more consistent force under Klopp is undeniable. 
Since Klopp arrived in October 2015, Liverpool have lost only one of 18 games 
against rival "big-six" clubs but they need to maul the middle 
orders. Liverpool occupy the last Champions League spot, four points clear of 
Manchester United, who have two games in hand, with the Merseyside derby up 
next. Liverpool will take heart from this performance. So will City. So will anyone 
fortunate enough to have tuned in or been present. There were 26 efforts on 
goal, evenly split between the sides. Leroy Sane was denied by Simon Mignolet 
and then controversy ensued when Toure caught Can with studs up. Toure was 
fortunate that Can jumped to his feet as Michael Oliver arrived to consider the 
evidence. The referee contented himself with yellow. It should have been red. 
Now it was the turn of the Liverpool fans to be lifted. Mane flicked at the 
accelerator, taking him away from Nicolas Otamendi after 24 minutes, soon going 
down in a tangle of legs. Oliver waved play on, ruling that Sane's right foot had 
initiated the contact. More controversy occurred after 38 breathless minutes. 
Silva's skidding cross was narrowly missed by Aguero, who was being pulled back 
by Klavan, and then Sterling, who was caught by Milner and could not make 
sufficient contact. Oliver ignored all protests. To compound City frustration, 
Fernandinho shovelled the ball wide at the far post. 
Back came Liverpool. Caballero showed his reflexes, first denying Firmino with a 
stretched hand to beat away a fierce shot and then pushing away Lallana's 
volley. Liverpool intensified the pressure after the break, taking the lead within 
five minutes after Gael Clichy had made a stupid, risky challenge on Firmino. 
Clichy's foot was high, even if he did reach the ball, and his momentum took him 
into Firmino. Oliver had no hesitation in pointing to the spot. 
Klopp turned away, again unwilling to watch a penalty. Milner, though, is the 
model of reliability, maintaining his 100 per cent conversion rate with his seventh 
penalty of the season. Klopp heard the Liverpool roar and allowed himself a brief 
punch into the air in celebration. The game kept swaying, like St Patrick Day 
revellers, from one end to the other. Stones headed wide. Firmino's shot was 
repelled by Caballero, a vital save. Guardiola then made that important switch. 
Fernandinho had an immediate impact in his favoured position, picking out Kevin 
De Bruyne with a superb pass to the right. The Belgian took a touch, and then  
 

drove the ball expertly in behind Liverpool's back line. Aguero, the master 
poacher, got ahead of Klavan and used the pace of De Bruyne's cross to steer the 
ball past Mignolet. 
City attacked again, De Bruyne hitting a post. Fernandinho kicked Can, an offence 
overlooked by Oliver. Lallana suffered his Rosenthal moment, fluffing a chance 
sweetly created by Firmino's flick. Sterling then sped through, lifting the ball over 
Mignolet, but Milner cleared. The game finished honours even, and with Klopp 
and Guardiola swapping compliments. 

 
Sergio Agüero pegs back Liverpool to rescue point for Manchester City 
By the end, it was difficult to recall the last time a 1-1 draw had provided so much 
incident and drama. Between them, Manchester City and Liverpool kept up a long 
narrative of breathless, energetic football. A two-goal thriller that had just about 
everything: controversy, penalties, non-penalties, near-unremitting attacking and, 
from Adam Lallana, a miss that might wake him in a cold sweat. Everything, in 
fact, apart from a winner. Lallana will certainly not wish to see the replay of the 
moment late on when Georginio Wijnaldum and Roberto Firmino combined to 
leave him with a golden chance, six yards out, only for the England international 
to take his eye off the ball. A second Liverpool goal seemed a near certainty and it 
was the first incident Jürgen Klopp mentioned in his post-match interviews. 
The only consolation for Lallana is that Sergio Agüero, scorer of City’s equaliser, 
missed another opportunity a few minutes later that a striker with his goals 
record would normally be expected to convert as a matter of routine. The chance 
went high into the crowd and, without wishing to sound too corny, perhaps it was 
fair that the game finished as a draw. Both sides had given everything. They could 
both reflect on chances to win, and they could both have lost. It was a 
tremendous battle, full of everything that is good about the Premier 
League, featuring two sides playing with a shared sense of adventure. 
Not that City will see it that way, perhaps, given that James Milner should really 
have been sent off for depriving Raheem Sterling a near-certain goal in the first 
half. Milner’s foul on Sterling was missed by the referee, Michael Oliver, and that 
had considerable ramifications bearing in mind it was the former City player who 
opened the scoring with a penalty of his own five minutes into the second half. 
To dwell too much on the various penalty appeals would perhaps be unfair when 
the game was such a rich spectacle, not only because of the speed and skill of the 
players but also the spirit in which both teams faced one another down. Exhibit A: 
the mistimed tackle from Yaya Touré that connected painfully, studs-up, with 
Emre Can’s shoulder as he lay on the floor. Touré might have been in trouble if 
Can had indulged in some pretend agony. The Liverpool player was straight back 
on his feet, earning a round of applause from the home crowd. 
Equally, there is no doubt the game’s controversies formed a considerable part of 
the narrative and it was a difficult occasion for the match officials. By half-time, 
there were already four penalty appeals to sift through and, uppermost among 
them, it was an almighty let-off for Liverpool when David Silva, such a gem of a 
player, sent a low cross into the six-yard area and Milner’s sliding challenge 
connected with Sterling’s right foot as he was waiting to turn the ball into an 
unguarded net. 
The mitigation for Oliver is that everything happened so quickly it was difficult at 
first to be clear whether Sterling had taken his eye off the ball or if Milner had 
caused the miss. Fernandinho might have made the argument irrelevant if he had 
been able to turn in the ball at the far post but the Brazilian was caught by 
surprise, turning his shot into the side-netting, and the replays confirmed that 
Sterling had been clipped. It was a subtle, yet decisive, intervention from Milner 
and would have been his last involvement if Oliver had not missed it. 
In response, Liverpool might point out there was a reasonable argument that 
Touré had manhandled Wijnaldum for a possible penalty earlier in the first half. 
Yet City had a separate case that Agüero was impeded by Ragnar Klavan from 
another early chance. Klopp, meanwhile, felt the opening 45 minutes had another 
potential red-card incident – stretching it, this one – when Sadio Mané outran the 
accident-prone Nicolás Otamendi and went down in the penalty area. 
A more realistic view is that Mane’s foot had connected with Otamendi, rather 
than the other way around, and Guardiola had the more legitimate grievances. 
Liverpool certainly rode their luck at times but there were also periods when they 
looked the more rounded side in terms of getting the balance right between 
defence and attack. Milner’s penalty came from Gaël Clichy slipping at a key 
moment, then flattening Firmino in his desperation to make amends, and they 
will be disappointed they could not add a second goal to recognise how often 
they threatened the home side from that point onwards. Aside from Lallana, 
Firmino had an outstanding chance, running on to Philippe Coutinho’s pass, and 
Willy Caballero’s save was vital for the home side salvaging a draw. 
The equaliser came after 69 minutes. Fernandinho sprayed a pass out to 
De Bruyne on the right wing and the Belgian’s delivery into the six-yard box was 
measured beautifully. Agüero had been anticipating the cross and stroked a first-
time shot past Simon Mignolet from eight yards. 
The rest of the match, like much of what had gone before, was played at a rare 
speed and maybe, to be generous, it was a touch of fatigue that denied Liverpool 
their best chance. Lallana, Klopp reported, had apologised for his wastefulness. 
Agüero’s miss spared him any more misery and Chelsea remain a speck in the 
distance. 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/live/2017/mar/19/manchester-city-v-liverpool-premier-league-live
https://www.theguardian.com/football/liverpool
https://www.theguardian.com/football/blog/2017/mar/19/jurgen-klopp-pep-guardiola-cancel-each-other-out-frantic-contest
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BRILLIANT BUT BADLY FLAWED; City and Liverpool show why they are 
also-rans in Chelsea's title march 
MAN CITY 1 Aguero 69 LIVERPOOL 1 Milner 51 pen 
IF it wasn't for Chelsea, this would be a heck of a title race. As far down as Everton 
in seventh, they would all be convinced they had a chance. 
Sadly for the rest, though, Chelsea are indeed involved and here were some of the 
reasons why we all expect them to turn a 10-point advantage at the top into a 
procession come May. Manchester City and Liverpool were brilliant to watch here 
and this was a brilliant game. But their watchability comes not just from their 
exciting attacking play but also from their flaws and unpredictability. 
On the whole, unpredictable teams do not win the Premier League. You don't win 
the really big prizes if nobody knows what you are going to do next and that, for 
the time being, is what continues to undermine those teams who still entertain 
fanciful ideas of catching Antonio Conte's bulldozing side. 
Maybe that all sounds a little unfair after such a terrific game. Whatever we may 
think about Pep Guardiola and Jurgen Klopp, both managers are admirably 
committed to aggressive, front-foot football. 
Bizarrely, Guardiola claimed it was 'one of the most special days of my life' 
afterwards but City remain in third place, a point ahead of Liverpool yet 12 adrift 
of the champions-in-waiting from Stamford Bridge. 
City and Liverpool are not built to win the title. Not yet, anyway. 
Too many games they play finish with unanswered questions. Too often Guardiola 
and Klopp are left talking about missed opportunities or refereeing decisions. 
So it was here. Sergio Aguero wasted an opening in added time that was so gilt-
edged, Guardiola fell to his knees in the technical area. 
Ten minutes before that, meanwhile, Adam Lallana had done likewise 
for Liverpool. So both managers will have gone home last night knowing that they 
could have won but were also rather fortunate not to lose. 
Yet Guardiola exclaimed: 'It is one of the most special days of my life. Why? 
Because we lived through a tough two days after being out of the Champions 
League with our mood at what happened in Monaco. 
'I could see in training, the guys were so sad. Then playing Liverpool, when all 
week they were preparing for the game. We fought until the last minute and put 
everything out on the pitch. We did all we could. That is why I am so, so happy. 
'It is one of the days I'm most proud of in my career. Being coach of these guys, 
more than ever, I want to help this club -- if they want to stay with me the next 
few years -- to take the next step forward.' Klopp defended Lallana, saying: 'He's 
possibly the best technical player I've worked with. If he can't do it, it's because 
he worked so hard beforehand. That can happen.' Liverpool led with 25 minutes 
to go. As he had when Liverpool played at Manchester United in January, James 
Milner had put his team ahead with a penalty. As had been the case two months 
ago, his team couldn't see the game out. 
City supporters booed Milner throughout and that seemed unfair. He gave City 
unwavering service for a transformative five years and helped them to their first 
Premier League title. What is also beyond reasonable doubt is that he should have 
been sent off in the first half. 
When Milner slid into Raheem Sterling almost on the goal-line in the 40th minute, 
referee Michael Oliver should have awarded a penalty and shown a red card. 
So City were unlucky there. But then Yaya Toure had been slightly lucky to escape 
with just a yellow for a studs-up challenge on Emre Can earlier on in the piece. 
What was certain was that this game could not end goalless. City goalkeeper Willy 
Caballero saved from Roberto Firmino and Lallana late in the opening period 
while, at the other end, David Silva lashed a volley wide of an open goal. 
With the rain pouring down and both sets of fans aware of how badly they 
needed a victory, this was fractious at times. On the touchline Klopp and 
Guardiola exchanged words and headed towards each other. Strangely, that 
encounter culminated in an unwieldy high five. 
Into the second half and Liverpool struck first. City's offside trap malfunctioned in 
familiar fashion and as Firmino tried to control Can's chipped through-ball, Gael 
Clichy felled him with a high kick. Milner's penalty was struck across his body with 
his right instep and Liverpool had something precious. 
City seemed rattled and so did their supporters, howling persistently at perceived 
injustice. Before Guardiola's team could regroup, Firmino was clear again, this 
time played through by the hitherto peripheral Philippe Coutinho. A second goal 
would have won it but Caballero raced out to block. 
It felt like a big moment and it transpired to be as eight minutes later City were 
level. Kevin De Bruyne's low cross from the right was accurate and delivered with 
pace and Aguero stole half a yard on Ragnar Klavan to score from six yards. 
That set City up for a closing period they just about edged. During that time, De 
Bruyne struck the post and Sterling appealed, incorrectly this time, for a penalty 
after tangling with Liverpoolgoalkeeper Simon Mignolet. 
There was still time for Lallana to err when teed up by Firmino and then came 
Aguero's late moment of fallibility as a chipped cross landed perfectly on his 
instep but somehow the City striker sent the ball over the bar and his manager to 
the floor. 
Guardiola hauled himself up to his feet and looked around as though searching for 
answers. The truth is that he will only find them in the transfer market this 
summer. 
 

 
 Aguero rescues point in game of epic endeavour 
Bonkers. Utterly and gloriously bonkers. And that was just the two manic 
managers on the touchline. Little wonder Pep Guardiola and Jurgen Klopp 
collapsed into each other's arms at the final whistle. This was as relentless, 
dramatic, astonishing and compelling as it comes. And somehow it ended just 1-1. 
Right result. Wrong scoreline. Four-four would have been a better reflection of 
what unfolded. It was an encounter of such breathless, topsy-turvy commitment - 
full of thrills and spills - that the man of the match, Adam Lallana, also committed 
the miss of the season, and James Milner, of all people, incurred the attention of 
the boo-boys against his former club. It was certainly not boring. 
Quite where it leaves City and Liverpool remains to be seen, although the real 
winner was probably Manchester United and Jose Mourinho, who will have curled 
his lip at the defending. There could have been a 'hockey score', as Mourinho 
once put it. Neither team felt like they could afford to lose but both went for it 
and tried to win. The quality of the defending, John Stones apart, was 
questionable, but when teams attack with such endeavour there is sometimes a 
price to pay. If only, as Guardiola lamented, and Klopp could have concurred, they 
had taken their chances. 
Klopp turned his back, as is his custom, as Milner waited to take the penalty that 
gave Liverpool the lead, but this was a match that you simply could not take your 
eyes off. By converting that spot-kick, his seventh of the season, Milner also took 
the record for being unbeaten in Premier League matches in which he has scored 
to 47, overtaking Darius Vassell. 
Afterwards Guardiola spoke of his pride - and City did bounce back after that 
draining Champions League exit to Monaco last midweek - while Klopp appeared 
less happy: he knows United can catch Liverpool with their games in hand. 
But if his side continue to play like this they will eat up points. 
There was controversy, also. Of course there was. There was one penalty, and 
there could have been two more - one for each side - while both could also have 
had players red-carded. 
Where to start? Probably, with such a chaotic match, at the start, when Yaya 
Toure, who went on to have a disappointing performance, slid in recklessly, boot 
up, using excessive force. He caught Emre Can on the right shoulder yet was only 
cautioned by referee Michael Oliver. 
Then Sadio Mane was too quick for Nicolas Otamendi as he sprinted on to an 
under-hit back-pass, and as the Liverpool forward pulled his foot back to shoot he 
was caught by the City defender and crumpled to the turf. Again, no penalty. 
And neither a penalty or a red card was given when, at the other end, Raheem 
Sterling hurtled forward to try to turn in David Silva's low cross only for Milner to 
dive in and prevent him while Fernandinho sidefooted the ball wastefully into the 
side-netting. The Brazilian should have scored. 
As Silva should have done earlier from a wonderful City counterattack, with Sergio 
Aguero playing the ball infield to Sterling, who found Leroy Sane. The German 
eventually crossed low, with goalkeeper Simon Mignolet pushing it out towards 
the penalty spot. Silva met it with a crisp half-volley that flew narrowly over. 
It carried on. Willy Caballero produced two fines saves, firstly to deny Roberto 
Firmino and then tipping over Lallana's fierce half-volley when the goalkeeper's 
punched clearance had fallen to him. After that, Stones reacted sharply to block 
Joel Matip's sidefooted shot from inside the six-yard area. 
Half-time arrived. And breathe. Then, in the second half, they went for it again, 
with Can picking out Firmino in swathes of space inside the area, only for Gael 
Clichy to clatter into him. This time a penalty was given, despite City's lengthy 
protestations, and Milner calmly sent Caballero the wrong way. 
What now? Stones almost immediately equalised but headed wide from a corner, 
before Liverpoolcould have ended it. After a strong run, Philippe  Coutinho, who is 
still struggling to find his best form after recovering from injury, released Firmino, 
who was clear on goal but was thwarted by Caballero with another fine save. 
At that point Guardiola, crucially, changed things. He withdrew Toure, pushed 
Kevin De Bruyne wide and moved Fernandinho into midfield, and City improved. 
They also quickly scored, with those two players combining for De Bruyne to 
deliver a brilliant, curling cross that deceived Ragnar Klavan and allowed Aguero 
to sweep the ball into the net with a trademark finish. 
It changed the mood. Suddenly City were on top - and then almost ahead as 
Aguero powered into the area but stumbled. The ball rebounded off Milner and 
ran to De Bruyne, whose shot cannoned back off a post. 
Both teams were fired up. Each sensed the other's vulnerabilities - and also had 
the overwhelming, commendable desire to win. There was no attempt to close it 
down. It was twist not stick, and Liverpool poured forward, with Lallana charging 
upfield and eventually finding Georginio Wijnaldum, who chipped the ball to 
Firmino. He teed up Lallana, in front of goal - who miscued completely. The 
mitigation? Lallana had run himself into the ground. But still, what a miss. 
Would City capitalise? After Sterling had beaten Mignolet to the ball, only for it to 
be scrambled clear for a corner, a deep cross found Aguero deep into added time. 
Everyone knew the rest except, incredibly, the striker blazed his volley high over 
the crossbar. 
And the game ended. "Nice game to watch, probably," Klopp later said. "But on 
the sideline really hard work." It looked like it. And was all the more entertaining 
for that. 
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City and Liverpool share the points in frantic and fantastic Etihad draw 
In another season, or maybe a different set of circumstances, this 1-1 draw at the 
Etihad would have had a huge bearing on the title race. As it was, it was a hugely 
entertaining match, but one that didn't really change or tell us too much about 
either team. 
Liverpool again got a respectable result against one of the top six, Manchester 
City showed resilience and probably shaded the game in term in terms of 
performance, and both still look good for a Champions League place. Yet, as even 
as it all ended, it was a very uneven game in terms of emotions. 
There was an awful lot of anger, amid some gloriously furious football, and one 
moment of incredulity as Adam Lallana produced possibly the miss of the season - 
if not the decade. 
Both Pep Guardiola and Jurgen Klopp had moments of aggravation with the 
officials, but it was James Milner who probably bore the brunt of the anger, as he 
was repeatedly booed by the home fans in an apparent response to comments he 
made about why he left and the ongoing acrimony about how his opposite 
number-seven Raheem Sterling left Anfield. 
It was all too predictable that he would score a spot-kick, and just as predictable 
that the prolific Sergio Aguero would respond to that and his series of miss 
against Monaco in midweek with a key goal. 
It was just a surprise that there weren't more goals, and maybe more penalties. 
Most of the first half seemed to be dominated by calls. 
The first came on 24 minutes. Just after David Silva had wasted an opportunity at 
one end by going for the spectacular in trying to volley the ball into the roof of the 
net, Sadio Mane seemed to waste an opportunity to leave Nicolas Otamendi in his 
slipstream, as he went down under the challenge of the Argentine when a one-
on-one presented itself. 
Referee Michael Oliver waved away appeals, just as he did moments later when 
Georginio Wijnaldum went down as Yaya Toure went in rashly. 
City had their own complaints 10 minutes later, as a supreme move between 
Kevin De Bruyne and Silva ended with the ball fizzing across the box but Milner 
appearing to impede - of course - Raheem Sterling. Perhaps the biggest question 
about that passage of play, however, was how Fernandinho still couldn't score. 
It looked all the more wasteful as Liverpool then began to generate momentum, 
to the point a goal seemed to be coming even before the penalty. The first half 
ended with Willy Cavallero's goal under siege, as he pulled off a brilliant save from 
an Lallana volley, before John Stones probably did even better to get across and 
deny Joel Matip with a superb interception just as he seemed set to score. 
There was no such spotless accuracy from Clichy when Firmino found himself in a 
similar position just minutes after the break, as the full-back clumsily bundled 
him, and Oliver finally pointed to the spot. Milner naturally wasn't going to miss, 
especially given all the boos and commotion around him. 
Firmino then had the chance to put the game beyond City with a one-on-one 10 
minutes later, but Cavallero did well to divert his effort. 
It seemed a bit of a last straw for City, as it jolted them back into life, and they 
began to again play some of the luscious football they been offering in the first 
half. There was a sharpness about them again, particularly Aguero. 
After a spell when the Argentine had repeatedly and ominously threatened, 
especially with one header that went wide, he finally produced. On 69 minutes, 
De Bruyne drove the ball sharply into the area, and Aguero met it with the perfect 
finish. 
He should maybe have made it 2-1 on 75 minutes, as the ever-lively Leroy Sane 
brilliantly flicked the ball back to the Argentine, only for him to lose his footing in 
the box, before De Bruyne hit the post from the breaking ball. 
Lallana, however, couldn't even make it that far. It was as if the attacker was as 
bamboozled by the quality of Liverpool's move as the City defence. Somehow, 
after Wijnaldum had deftly lifted the ball over the top for Firmino to help it on, 
Lallana somehow completely miskicked with the goal at his mercy. 
It was still City who will probably rue the closing stages most, as Sterling was 
denied having outfoxed Mignolet in a one-on-one, and Aguero blazed over from 
just yards out. 
No-one could quite get the better of the game, and it means that there is still no 
manager to have twice got the better of Guardiola in a single league season. 
Klopp had that opportunity but, like some of his players, squandered the 
opportunity. 
It also means Guardiola still hasn't been six times in a league season. That 
probably has a greater meaning for him than it does for the table, and should be 
something to be happy about, even if so many of the emotions of this match 
didn't reflect it. 
 

 
AGONY & ECSTASY 
PEP GUARDIOLA says Manchester City's draw with Liverpool was "one of the most 
special days of my life". 
Guardiola, a double Champions League winner as a coach, lavished praise on his 
side for securing a point against Jurgen Klopp's Reds. 
Sergio Aguero cancelled James Milner's penalty and send passionate Pep into 
overdrive with his emotions. 
Both sides had chances to win, with Adam Lallana and Aguero guilty of missing 
glaring chances. 
"It's one of the most special days of my life," said Guardiola, who has won 40 
trophies in his career as a player and coach. 
"Why? Because we lived through a tough two days after being out of the 
Champions League with our mood at what happened in Monaco. 
"Everyone was sad, then playing against a team like Liverpool, who had all week 
to prepare, they fought until the last minute. 
"That's why I'm so, so happy. It's one of the days I'm most proud of in my career. 
Being coach of these guys, more than ever, I want to help this club. I'm willing to 
help the club, if they want to stay with me the next few years. 
"I want to stay with the guys for a long, long time. I don't want to change 
anything. 
"I want to stay here and help this club make a step forward and battle to qualify 
for the Champions League will be until the last day. The players in training did not 
speak. How they reacted means a lot." 
Klopp responded to Guardiola's extraordinary claim by saying: "He's Spanish - 
they're more emotional than Germans. Am I proud about the performance? Yes, 
of course. But maybe I'm a lucky guy, I've had a few nice moments in my life. But 
it's owed t in important that we showed people who care about Liverpool that we 
again gave a sign we can perform like this." 
Lallana missed a simple chance, while Aguero (right) blazed over. On Lallana's 
miss, Klopp said: "It happens. He doesn't have to apologise. His performance was 
outstanding again." 
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Relief? Yes. Regrets? A few. Pride? Loads of it. 
By the end of an absorbing afternoon Kopites didn't know whether to laugh or cry. 
How to make sense of a frenetic, fascinating contest which ended in stalemate at 
the Etihad Stadium. Talk about mixed feelings. 
As Jurgen Klopp warmly embraced Pep Guardiola on the touchline, the Liverpool 
boss knew it could have been so much better. 
Adam Lallana will be having nightmares for the next fortnight about the gilt-edged 
opportunity he spurned to secure what would have been a cherished victory. 
But Manchester City had regrets of their own with Sergio Aguero, who had 
cancelled out James Milner's penalty, missing a sitter at the death. 
It finished 1-1 when in truth it could have been 6-6 such was both teams' ambition 
and unswerving commitment to attacking football. 
This was akin to watching two heavyweights who simply refused to take a 
backwards step and never stopped swinging throughout 12 breathless rounds. 
No wonder so many dropped to their knees after the final whistle – by then both 
sets of players were shattered and running on empty. The intensity of the contest 
was staggering. 
Yes, if Liverpool had been more clinical they would landed a sizeable blow in the 
race for Champions League qualification. But in the cold light of day it's a decent 
point for Klopp's side, who lifted the bar considerably after the scrappy triumph 
over Burnley. 
Momentum has been maintained going into the international break and their push 
for a top-four finish remains very much on track. 
Four points clear of Manchester United, who have two games in hand, there is 
little margin for error. 
But with second placed Tottenham only three points better off, there is no reason 
why Liverpool shouldn't be looking up rather than over their shoulder during the 
run-in. 
Abundance of positives ahead of Tenerife training camp 
The high-stakes contests have brought out the best in Klopp's men this season – 
underlined by their fine record of five wins and five draws against the top six. 
However, this campaign will ultimately be defined by their ability to deal with 
inferior opposition who don't go toe to toe with them like City did. 
For Klopp, there was an abundance of positives for him to reflect upon as he 
prepares to take a depleted squad – shorn of his internationals – to Tenerife for a 
training camp on Monday. 
Emre Can produced arguably his best performance in a Liverpool shirt as he put in 
a huge shift in front of the back four. The Germany international covered every 
blade of grass and won battle after battle. 
If Can was the pick of the bunch, Gini Wijnaldum wasn't far behind as the 
Dutchman shone alongside him in the centre of the park. 
Sadio Mane's pace and trickery caused City no end of problems, while at the other 
end Joel Matip oozed class as he repeatedly sensed danger and dealt with it to 
help repel the hosts' advances. 
Ragnar Klavan settled after a dodgy start to justify Klopp's faith in picking him 
ahead of Dejan Lovren. 
What did hurt Liverpool was Roberto Firmino's lack of sharpness in front of goal. 
The Brazilian attacker had only returned to full training on Saturday after being 
hampered by a thigh problem and it showed. 
Firmino still produced moments of real class but his finishing let him down and let 
City off the hook. 
Liverpool's three successive league wins over City since Klopp took over all had one 
thing in common – a lightning fast start. 
But this time they couldn't replicate it. Instead Guardiola's side, stung by the 
torrent of criticism which accompanied their Champions League exit at the hands 
of Monaco, came out fighting as the rain lashed down at the Etihad. 
City purred as an attacking force as they took control early on and it required some 
desperate defending for the gutsy Reds to remain on level terms. 
The hosts targeted Liverpool's left-hand side where Milner had his hands full 
dealing with Raheem Sterling, who didn't go AWOL against his former club on this 
occasion. 
Time and time again Sterling was a menace. Milner wasn't helped by the lack of 
protection in front of him with Philippe Coutinho out of sorts and on the periphery 
once again. 
Somehow Liverpool survived with Matip a commanding presence as he made some 
vital interceptions. 
On the other flank Leroy Sane made life tough for Nathaniel Clyne but to his credit 
the Reds full-back belatedly got to grips with that challenge. 
Liverpool didn't look after the ball well enough in the first half and invited pressure 
with Klopp waving his arms furiously and demanding a greater show of composure. 
Sterling played in Sane whose low cross was blocked by Simon Mignolet. The ball 
dropped into the path of David Silva, who lashed it inches wide of the upright. 
Liverpool's cause before the interval was hampered by being on the wrong end of 
some big decisions from Michael Oliver. Yaya Toure was lucky to escape with a 
yellow card after recklessly planting his studs on Can's shoulder. 
Klopp was raging again soon after. Mane burst away from Nicolas Otamendi and as  
 

the winger shaped to shoot he went down after tangling with the Argentine 
defender. No penalty, no red card. 
Liverpool had more pleas for a spot-kick waved away soon after when Wijnaldum 
was bundled over by Toure after expertly nutmegging the outclassed Ivorian. 
Both defences were creaking and the Reds were grateful that Oliver failed to 
punish Milner's challenge on Sterling, who looked destined to convert Silva's low 
cross. Somehow Fernandinho knocked it wide. Liverpool got better the longer the 
game went on with Firmino's curler clawed away by Willy Caballero, who also 
expertly denied Lallana. Six minutes into the second half the visitors led. Firmino 
collected Can's clipped pass on his chest before being clattered by Gael Clichy. 
As Klopp turned his back, Milner stepped up to convert his seventh penalty of the 
season. It was the perfect way for the former City man to silence the boo boys. 
Suddenly, Liverpool were dominant. Coutinho played in Firmino but he couldn't 
beat Caballero. It proved costly as Aguero soon levelled – clinically tucking away De 
Bruyne's cross from the right. Divock Origi came on for Coutinho as the Reds 
continued to look potent on the counter but Firmino twice drilled wide when well 
placed. De Bruyne struck the post before Lallana was left red faced. Wijnaldum and 
Firmino combined brilliantly to put it on a plate for him six yards out. 
Lallana could have taken a touch and rolled it home but opted to hit it first time 
and fluffed his kick. He looked across to the assistant wondering if an offside flag 
might spare his blushes. It didn't. 
The finale was breathless. The sight of dozens of City fans heading for an early dart 
was mind-boggling. 
Hearts were in mouths in the away end when Sterling went close and then the 
unmarked Aguero blazed over at the back post. 
Honours even was about right. 
MATCH FACTS 
Liverpool : Mignolet, Clyne, Matip, Klavan, Milner, Can, Wijnaldum, Lallana, Mane, 
Coutinho (Origi 73), Firmino (Lucas 89). 
Not used : Karius, Moreno, Alexander-Arnold, Woodburn, Lovren. 
Manchester City : Caballero, Fernandinho, Stones, Otamendi, Clichy, Toure (Sagna 
65), Sane (Fernando 83), De Bruyne, Silva, Sterling, Agüero 
Not used : Bravo, Nolito, Kolarov, Iheanacho, A. Garcia 
Referee : Michael Oliver 
Attendance : 54,449 
Goals : Milner 51, Aguero 69 
Bookings : Clichy, Toure, Silva, Firmino, Matip, Mane. 
Man of the match : Emre Can. Outstanding performance from the German 
midfielder 
 

 
Man City show Pep Guardiola they have the bottle to answer his key 
question 
Some get Guardiola wrong, thinking he is all about technique and tactics, a man 
who puts the aesthetic, beautiful side of football above all else. 
But even beyond that, Guardiola is a winner, and the absence of fight in that first 
half at the Stade Louis II will have cut him to the quick. 
He demanded a response, and he certainly got one. 
And if City could have found a little more nerve in front of goal, a pinch of luck or 
another moment of class to equal Sergio Aguero's equaliser, they would have 
walked off with a deserved three points. 
On the other hand, if ref Michael Oliver had not been suffering from the selective 
sight that seems to afflict Premier League officials whenever Raheem Sterling is 
involved, City would also have had a first-half penalty. 
Not that he Blues can dwell too long on Mr Oliver's shortcoming, especially as 
Yaya Toure was lucky to get a yellow when he slid into Emre Can's shoulder with 
raised studs. 
But it is true that in a match of five penalty appeals, he definitely missed the most 
obvious one, as James Milner slid into Sterling's heel as he was poised to knock 
David Silva's cross home. 
And it would be a shame to devalue a marvellous, exciting game which did great 
credit to both clubs, by letting more poor officiating fester in the memory. 
Liverpool had plenty of chances, playing a dangerous counter-attacking game 
which had Willy Caballero performing heroics against the Merseysiders again. 
He could not keep out Milner's spot kick, in the way he saved three Liverpool 
penalties in last season's League Cup final but he made four fabulous saves from 
open play. 
Kevin De Bruyne hit a post at one end, Adam Lallana had an air-shot from a sitter 
at the other, and both teams were still trying to win it as the game moved into 
added time. 
It was that kind of game. 
But in the end a point is not great for City, who are in danger of falling back into 
the dogfight for Champions league places after consecutive draws, just when they 
seemed to be pulling clear, along with Spurs. 
And with trips to Arsenal and Chelsea in the space of three days to come next, the 
Blues need more of this spirit if they are not to run the risk of missing out next 
season. 

 

http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/all-about/sergio-aguero
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Manchester City and Liverpool had to settle for a point apiece as they battled out a 
thrilling draw at Etihad Stadium. 
A hugely entertaining game was littered with talking points, astonishing misses and 
a sense of injustice for both sides as they felt they were on the receiving end of 
debatable decisions from referee Michael Oliver. 
James Milner put Liverpool ahead against his former club with a penalty six 
minutes after the break, after Gael Clichy was penalised for a raised boot on 
Roberto Firmino. 
Sergio Aguero scored against Liverpool for the fifth successive Premier League 
game at Etihad Stadium from Kevin de Bruyne's perfect cross after 69 minutes - 
before both sides wasted glorious opportunities to secure a vital win in the race for 
top-four places. 
Aguero was particularly culpable, stumbling at the vital moment after his superb 
approach play had fashioned a clear chance eight yards out. After he fluffed his 
shot, De Bruyne hit the loose ball against the post. 
Adam Lallana produced a candidate for miss of the season when he somehow 
failed to tap Firmino's pass into an empty net before, in stoppage time, Aguero 
volleyed over the sort of chance he normally takes with comfort. 
The game of missed opportunities 
The scoreline only scratches at the surface of a game that was enthralling from 
start to finish, illustrating the strengths and weaknesses of both sides, who possess 
verve in attack but frailty in defence. 
City and Liverpool both created and missed the sort of chances that could have 
turned one point into three and made life a little easier in the closing stages of the 
season. 
City's Raheem Sterling could not find the final touch to David Silva's cross in the 
first half, with Fernandinho missing a presentable finish standing behind him. 
The second half was when the real gifts were passed up. 
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp threatened to rip his cap off in a mixture of shock 
and disgust when Lallana, the ball presented on a plate by Firmino for what should 
have been a formality, somehow contrived to fail with his connection and the ball 
rolled apologetically away. 
Sterling then lobbed Liverpool keeper Simon Mignolet but the ball drifted wide - 
with City's real opportunity coming deep into stoppage time when Aguero sent a 
volley off target at the far post from another superb De Bruyne delivery. 
Both sides had to settle for a draw - but both know it could have been so much 
more. 
Tough afternoon for Oliver 
The life of a referee was summed up by the sight and sound of Michael Oliver 
incurring the wrath of both sets of players at various points throughout a chaotic 
90 minutes. 
Liverpool felt they were denied a penalty when Sadio Mane tumbled under a 
challenge from Nicolas Otamendi in the first half, although the striker also 
inadvertently made contact with his own leg as he shaped to shoot after escaping 
the City defender with embarrassing ease. 
Yaya Toure was perhaps fortunate to only receive a yellow card after a wild lunge 
on Emre Can caught the Liverpool midfielder in the chest, while City were furious 
their penalty claims were ignored as Sterling went down under a challenge from 
Milner as he closed in on a finish in the six-yard area. 
City's players were furious after Liverpool's penalty award - many continuing the 
discussion with Oliver long after Milner had completed the formalities - but Oliver 
got this big call right. 
Clichy's foot was dangerously high on Firmino as he raced in on goal and Oliver had 
no hesitation in pointing to the spot. 
It was a tough afternoon for the official as the big decisions came thick and fast. 
Frustration for Guardiola and Klopp 
City boss Pep Guardiola and counterpart Klopp were both delighted with the 
performance from their teams - but the body language in the technical area also 
revealed huge frustration. 
Victory for either man would have been a crucial psychological blow as they fight 
for a place in the top four but both saw their teams waste the sort of chances that 
could have secured what they craved. 
Guardiola and Klopp were both animated in frustration in the first 45 minutes, 
especially at one point when they were united in mutual dissatisfaction in the 
technical area, the Catalan racing towards his opposite number for an exchange 
that concluded with a flamboyant high five. 
Klopp was leaping around in frustration, threatening to throw his cap to the floor 
as Liverpool squandered good positions, while Guardiola almost slumped to the 
turf in anguish after Aguero's later miss. 
City remain a point ahead of Liverpool in third with a game in hand as Klopp's side 
lay fourth - while the result suited Manchester United best of all as they are now 
four points behind the Merseysiders with two games in hand after their win at 
Middlesbrough. 
Man of the match - David Silva 
Manchester City manager Pep Guardiola: 
"Congratulations to Liverpool and Manchester City. It is one of the days I am proud 
the most. 

 

"I have not had a long career as manager and it is one of the most special days of 
my life. 
"The Champions League defeat was so tough for us and we recovered today with 
our mentality and attack, but we could not attack more because Liverpool are a 
top team. 
"I want to stay here and help this club make a step forward and the battle to 
qualify for the Champions League will go until the last day. 
"We played three days after going out of the Champions League. How the players 
suffer and fight to qualify against Barcelona, Borussia Monchengladbach, how we 
play in the second half against Monaco, to be out was so tough for all of us. 
"The players in training did not speak. How they reacted against Liverpool means a 
lot." 
Liverpool needed a bit more luck - Klopp 
Liverpool boss Jurgen Klopp: 
"Our players did really well. I struggled on the final whistle to be really happy but 
it's a success to get a point at City and to play like this. 
"It's more than OK what we did but we needed a bit more luck. 
"The Sadio Mane situation - it was a red card and a penalty. In a game like this, it 
would've killed them. 
"But maybe they could've and should've had a penalty too. 1-1 is better than 
nothing. 
"They are too good to always defend perfectly. When we started playing football in 
the game, it was really difficult for them. 
"Between 50 and 65 minutes we could have decided the game and we didn't. 
"We can't speak today about faults and mistakes. Before the game, if someone told 
me I would get a point at City, I would have taken it." 
When Milner scores, Liverpool don't lose - stats 
City have gone seven consecutive games without defeat in the Premier League 
(W4 D3 L0), their longest streak in the competition under Guardiola. 
Liverpool have won more points in 10 games against the top six this season (20) 
than they have in 10 games against the bottom six (19). 
Milner has scored seven penalties in the league this season - only Steven Gerrard 
(10 in 2013-14) has scored more for Liverpool in a Premier League campaign. 
Milner now holds the record for the most Premier League games scored in without 
losing (47 games: W37 D10 L0). 
Only Gylfi Sigurdsson (11) has made more assists than De Bruyne (10) in the 
Premier League this season. The Belgian has assisted Aguero more times than any 
other player this term (3). 
City have failed to keep a clean sheet in each of their past 13 games in all 
competitions against Liverpool, shipping 24 in the process (W2 D5 L6). 
What's next? 
Manchester City have another crucial period coming up after the international 
break which could decide their top-four status. 
First they travel to the Emirates to face Arsenal on Sunday, 2 April (16:00 BST) and 
three days later they face Chelsea at Stamford Bridge on Wednesday, 5 April 
(20:00 BST). 
Liverpool's next Premier League fixture is not an easy one either - they host 
Everton in the Merseyside Derby on Saturday, 1 April (12:30 BST). 
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/39246750
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/39246750
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Match ends, Manchester City 1, Liverpool 1. 
90'+5' Second Half ends, Manchester City 1, Liverpool 1. 
90'+4' Attempt missed. Sergio Agüero (Manchester City right footed shot from outside 
the box is high and wide to the right. 
90'+1' Attempt missed. Sergio Agüero (Manchester City right footed shot from the 
centre of the box is too high. Assisted by Kevin De Bruyne with a cross. 
89' Substitution, Liverpool. Lucas Leiva replaces Roberto Firmino. 
89' Sadio Mané (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
88' David Silva (Manchester City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
88' Foul by Sadio Mané (Liverpool. 
87' Attempt missed. Sergio Agüero (Manchester City right footed shot from the right 
side of the six yard box is close, but misses to the right. Assisted by David Silva. 
84' Foul by Nicolás Otamendi (Manchester City. 
84' Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
84' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Divock Origi. 
83' Sergio Agüero (Manchester City wins a free kick on the left wing. 
83' Foul by Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool. 
83' Substitution, Manchester City. Fernando replaces Leroy Sané. 
82' Attempt missed. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from the right side of 
the box is close, but misses to the right. Assisted by Sadio Mané following a fast break. 
82' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by James Milner. 
82' Attempt saved. Raheem Sterling (Manchester City right footed shot from the centre 
of the box is saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by David Silva with a through 
ball. 
77' David Silva (Manchester City wins a free kick on the right wing. 
77' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
76' Kevin De Bruyne (Manchester City hits the right post with a left footed shot from the 
centre of the box. Assisted by Sergio Agüero. 
76' Attempt blocked. Sergio Agüero (Manchester City right footed shot from the centre 
of the box is blocked. Assisted by Leroy Sané. 
74' Hand ball by Sadio Mané (Liverpool. 
73' Substitution, Liverpool. Divock Origi replaces Philippe Coutinho. 
72' Attempt missed. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side of 
the box is close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Adam Lallana. 
71' Foul by David Silva (Manchester City. 
71' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
70' Offside, Liverpool. Nathaniel Clyne tries a through ball, but Sadio Mané is caught 
offside. 
69' Goal! Manchester City 1, Liverpool 1. Sergio Agüero (Manchester City right footed 
shot from the centre of the box to the bottom left corner. Assisted by Kevin De Bruyne 
with a cross. 
67' Attempt missed. Nicolás Otamendi (Manchester City header from the centre of the 
box misses to the right. Assisted by David Silva with a cross following a corner. 
66' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Sadio Mané. 
65' Substitution, Manchester City. Bacary Sagna replaces Yaya Touré. 
65' Foul by John Stones (Manchester City. 
65' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
62' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Nicolás Otamendi. 
61' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Willy Caballero. 
61' Attempt saved. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side of the 
box is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho with a through ball. 
56' Attempt missed. John Stones (Manchester City header from the centre of the box is 
close, but misses to the right. Assisted by Kevin De Bruyne with a cross following a 
corner. 
55' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by James Milner. 
53' Foul by Fernandinho (Manchester City. 
53' Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
51' Goal! Manchester City 0, Liverpool 1. James Milner (Liverpool converts the penalty 
with a right footed shot to the bottom left corner. 
50' David Silva (Manchester City is shown the yellow card. 
50' Gaël Clichy (Manchester City is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
49' Penalty conceded by Gaël Clichy (Manchester City after a foul in the penalty area. 
49' Penalty Liverpool. Roberto Firmino draws a foul in the penalty area. 
47' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by John Stones. 
47' Attempt blocked. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box 
is blocked. Assisted by Adam Lallana. 
47' Foul by David Silva (Manchester City. 
47' Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
 Second Half begins Manchester City 0, Liverpool 0. 
45'+3' First Half ends, Manchester City 0, Liverpool 0. 
45'+1' Fernandinho (Manchester City wins a free kick on the right wing. 
45'+1' Foul by Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool. 
43' Joel Matip (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
43' Offside, Manchester City. David Silva tries a through ball, but Raheem Sterling is 
caught offside. 
43' Attempt blocked. Joel Matip (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box 
is blocked. Assisted by Ragnar Klavan with a headed pass. 
42' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Fernandinho. 
42' Attempt blocked. Joel Matip (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box 
is blocked. Assisted by Roberto Firmino with a headed pass. 
41' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Willy Caballero. 
41' Attempt saved. Adam Lallana (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of the box 
is saved in the top right corner. 
41' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Willy Caballero. 
40' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Willy Caballero. 

 
40' Attempt saved. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side of the 
box is saved in the top centre of the goal. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
39' Attempt missed. Fernandinho (Manchester City right footed shot from the right side 
of the six yard box is close, but misses to the right. Assisted by Raheem Sterling. 
37' Attempt missed. Joel Matip (Liverpool header from the left side of the six yard box 
misses to the left. Assisted by James Milner with a cross following a set piece situation. 
36' Foul by Kevin De Bruyne (Manchester City. 
36' Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
35' Attempt missed. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side of 
the box is too high. Assisted by Georginio Wijnaldum. 
34' Foul by Raheem Sterling (Manchester City. 
34' Emre Can (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
34' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by James Milner. 
30' Foul by Leroy Sané (Manchester City. 
30' Nathaniel Clyne (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
29' Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
28' Delay in match Joel Matip (Liverpool because of an injury. 
28' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Gaël Clichy. 
27' Attempt blocked. John Stones (Manchester City header from the centre of the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Kevin De Bruyne with a cross. 
26' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by James Milner. 
24' Attempt missed. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the box 
is close, but misses to the right. 
23' Attempt blocked. Sadio Mané (Liverpool left footed shot from the centre of the box 
is blocked. Assisted by Joel Matip with a headed pass. 
22' Yaya Touré (Manchester City is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
22' Foul by Yaya Touré (Manchester City. 
22' Emre Can (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
21' Foul by Fernandinho (Manchester City. 
21' Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
20' Attempt missed. David Silva (Manchester City left footed shot from the centre of the 
box is close, but misses to the left. 
20' Attempt saved. Leroy Sané (Manchester City left footed shot from a difficult angle 
on the left is saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Raheem Sterling. 
18' Foul by Yaya Touré (Manchester City. 
18' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
16' Roberto Firmino (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
16' David Silva (Manchester City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
16' Foul by Roberto Firmino (Liverpool. 
15' Offside, Manchester City. Nicolás Otamendi tries a through ball, but Raheem Sterling 
is caught offside. 
12' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Simon Mignolet. 
11' Kevin De Bruyne (Manchester City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
11' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
9' Offside, Manchester City. Yaya Touré tries a through ball, but Raheem Sterling is 
caught offside. 
8' Offside, Manchester City. David Silva tries a through ball, but Kevin De Bruyne is 
caught offside. 
8' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Joel Matip. 
7' Corner, Manchester City. Conceded by Philippe Coutinho. 
6' Foul by Fernandinho (Manchester City. 
6' James Milner (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
5' Offside, Manchester City. Kevin De Bruyne tries a through ball, but Leroy Sané is 
caught offside. 
3' Foul by Nicolás Otamendi (Manchester City. 
3' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
2' Offside, Liverpool. Simon Mignolet tries a through ball, but Sadio Mané is caught 
offside. 
1' Offside, Manchester City. David Silva tries a through ball, but Raheem Sterling is 
caught offside. 
 First Half begins. 
Lineups are announced and players are warming up.  

 
 


